a few private debts ....

I have drawn on the resources and time of many people and there is that odd feeling at the back of my head cautioning me that I am missing some names in this note – for no better reason than what my friends see as the early signs of Alzheimer’s, and (hopefully) will be forgiven for these little slip ups.

My greatest debt is to Prof. Prabhat Patnaik. As my mentor, his indelible mark on the essay would be self-evident. His continued support in numerous ways even while I was away from the Centre for considerable periods is gratefully acknowledged. Prof. Anjan Mukherjee suffered my impositions on many occasions and his use of the occam’s razor meant that his signature is more on what is out than what is in. Other teachers on whose time I have unwittingly encroached on and who willingly gave of it: Professors C.P. Chandrashekhar, Jayati Ghosh, Satish Jain, Arun Kumar and Ramprasad Sengupta. Krishnendu da & Prodipto da for their friendship, interest and encouragement in my work. Mr. Raja, Bhist and Bache Singh at the Centre had always made office matters pleasurable with their “warm glow” effect.

Participants of the Macro Discussion Series at the Centre during our student days provided an early outlet for ideas. Saumen da has been at the receiving end of many half baked ones since. My family Ananya, Taran, Baba, Ma, Nasci and Thelma have been my strength. Rohan, a fellow traveller on many journeys from Badwani to Berkeley, Dipen da and Sunila, among many others, have supported my stay in Delhi whenever I needed to be here.

And, to Shaila, for everything else.